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ABSTRACT 

Top management team diversity is a concept that firms are recently embracing    ito    iensure    ithat    

ithey    ihave    ia    icompetent    itop    imanagement team    ithat    ican    iset    istrategies    iand    idecisions    ito    idrive    ithe    

ifirm    itowards    iachieving    iperformance. This    iresearch    iwas    iset    iout    ito    iestablish    ithe    irelationship    

ibetween    itop    imanagement    idiversity    iand    ithe    iperformance    iof    iKenya    iPipeline    iCompany    iLimited.    

iA    icase    istudy    idesign    iwas    iemployed    ito    ienable    ithe    iresearcher    ito    iconduct    ian    iin-depth    

iinvestigation    iof    iKenya    iPipeline    iCompany    iLimited    ithrough    iestablishing    ithe    iinfluence    iof    itop    

imanagement    iteam    idiversity    iand    iperformance    iof    iKenya    iPipeline    iCompany    iLimited. An 

interview guide was applied to collect primary data by interviewing eight Heads of the 

following Departments: human resource, finance, marketing, procurement,business 

development, engineering,  operations, and directorate divisions, making it a total of eight 

participants and data analysis was done using content analysis.    iThe    istudy    iconcluded    ithat    ithe    

imost    icommonly    iapplied    itop    imanagement    iteam    idiversity    ipractices    iwere    ifunctional    

iexperiences,    ieducational    iqualifications,    igender,    iand    iage.    iThrough    itop    imanagement    iteam    

idiversity    ipractices,     ithe    icompany    imade    ibetter    idecisions    iand    istrategies,    iwhich    ipropelled    ithe    ifirm    

itowards    ienhancing    iperformance.    iThe    istudy    ifurther    iestablished    ithat    iusing    itop    imanagement    

iteam    idiversity    ipractices    ienabled    ithe    ifirm    ito    ienhance    iits    iperformance    iby    iproducing    ivalue-

adding    iproducts    iand    iservices    ithat    iresulted    iin    icustomer    isatisfaction,    iminimizing    icustomer    

icomplaints.    iBeing    ia    istate    icorporation    ithat    ihas    ithe    iresponsibility    iof    itransporting,    istoring,    iand    

idelivering    ipetroleum    iproducts    ito    ithe    iconsumers    iof    iKenya    iby    iits    ipipeline    isystem    iand    ioil    idepot    

inetwork, the interviewees largely attributed this achievement to TMT diversity, which 

resulted to quality of decisions and strategies that led to the success of the corporation. This     

iresearch    iwas    ilimited    ito    iscope    ibecause    iof    iresource    iand    itime    iconstraints    iforcing    ithe    iresearcher    

ito    iconduct    ia    icase    istudy    iof    iKenya    iPipeline    iCompany    iLimited.    iThus,    iit    iwould    ibe    iadvisable    ifor    

ifuture    iresearchers    iinterested    iin    ithis    ifield    ito    ireplicate    ithis    istudy    ito    iinclude    iall    ioil    iindustry    ifirms     

iin    iKenya;    ifindings    ican    ithen    ibe    icompared,    iand    ia    iconclusion    iwill    ibe    idrawn    ibased    ion    ifacts. 
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background to the Study  

The performance    iof    ian    iorganization    iis    inot    idetermined    iby    ione    ifactor    ibut    irather    ia    imyriad    

iof strategies that it adopts, implying that the ability of an organization to identify its 

current position and goals with a view to pursue effective strategies that will enhance 

the attainment of the its long-term strategic goals is important. The ability of an 

organization to adopt effective internal set of rules that govern the relationship 

between various stakeholders in the company with a view to working towards a 

common goal is believed to influence the performance of the organization (Kaptein & 

Van Tulder, 2017).  

Diversity    iin    ithe    itop    imanagement    iteam is a concept used to describe dynamics that 

leads to    igreater    ivariance    iin    iideas,    icreativity,    iand    iinnovation,    ithus    igenerating    ibetter    

igroup    iperformance (Jackson, May & Whitney, 2010). It    iis    ifrom    ithis    idiverse    

iknowledge    iof    iideas    ithat    ithe    idecision-making    igroups    iin    ian    iorganization    iwould    ibe    iable    

ito    iproduce    ia    iconsensus    ifrom    ithe    iinitial    iideas    iraised    iand    ibe    iable    ito    i    isuccessfully    

iimplement    ia    istrategy    ibecause    iall    ithe    imanagers    iact    ion    ia    icommon    iset    iof    istrategic     

ipriorities. Top    imanagement    iteam    i(TMT)    imembers    iwhich    iare    imore    idiverse    iwill    

ipossibly    ibenefit    iand    ienhance    ifirm    ioutcome    iespecially    iin    icontributing    ito    ibetter    

idecision-making,    ihigher    iinnovation    iand    igreater    icreativity (Ghazali, Nurullah, Ibrahim, 

Sanusi & Mohamed, 2019). 

The study was anchored on two theories, namely; the Upper Echelons Theory, and 

Resource Based Theory. The Upper echelon theory    iwas    iadvanced    iby    iHambrick    iand    

iMason    i(2014)    iand    iargues    ithat    iorganizational    ioutcomes    iand    istrategic    ichoices    iare    

ipartially    ipredicted    iby    itop    imanagement    idemographics.    iOn    ithe    iother    ihand,    iRBT assert 

that a firm’s resources form the basic foundation    ifor    iits    ilong-term    istrategy    ibecause    

ithey    iprovide    ithe    idirection    ifor    ia    ifirm’s    istrategy    iand    ithey    iare    ithe    iprimary    isource    iof    iprofit 

(Wernerfelt, 2014; Barney, 2017).    iTherefore,    iRBT    isuggests    ithat    ithe    iresources     

ipossessed    iby    ia    ifirm    iyield    isignificant    iinfluence    ion    iperformance.  
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The Kenya pipeline company limited is one of the critical state cooperation in Kenya 

that plays important role in distributing petroleum products across the country and 

also in the neighbouring countries. Towards achieving its target, the company is 

currently involved in infrastructure upgrade and development with the aim being to 

meet the ever-increasing energy in demand in the region. To achieve this goal top 

management, need to be composed of persons with diverse characteristics that will 

enable it achieve its stated goals. It is therefore important to establish the effect of top 

management diversity on the performance of the company with the aim facilitating 

improved performance in the organization. 

1.1.1 Top Management Diversity  

The    iupper    iechelons    itheory    iHambrick    iand    iMason, (2014) defines top management 

characteristic as unique personal attributes or traits ascribed to the top managers,  that 

have been learned or innately acquired, observable or cognitive and which when 

combined bring administrative solutions to the organization (Knight, Pearce, Smith, 

Olian, Sims, Smith and Flood, 2012). Over    itime,    ithere    ihave    ibeen    istudies    iconfirming,     

irefuting    iand    irefining    icharacteristics    iof    iTMTs    iand    itheir    iinfluence    ion    iorganization    

ioutcomes  

The top management diversity dimensions that have identified among the upper 

echelon team in an organization include age, education, gender and functional 

background (Hambrick & Mason, 2014; Dahlin et al. 2005). Psychologically, people 

at the age of 40 and above are presumed to have several distinctions in terms of 

experience and self-control. They are bound to look at a situation in a more mature 

way and this might explain why majority of persons at this age and above sit in boards 

of organizations due to their mature thinking and consequently decision making. The 

difference in educational background among the top management team influences 

positively the depth and range of information shared by an individual. Luanglath, Ali 

and Mohannak (2019) found that gender diversity is yet another factor influencing the 

performance of the top managers in an organization. The decision making in a board 

that is gender balanced has been found to be more inclusive than one where one 

gender is dominating. Further, Njagi (2015)  assert that the difference in the 

functional background of the top management as measured by diverse field as law, 
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risk management, accounting taxation, finance, and so on to have a positive effect on 

the competitive position of business organizations.  

1.1.2 Organization Performance 

The organization performance depends on the entities activities and since the same 

varies, there have been different definitions of what constitutes performance. 

According to Javier (2002), the performance of an organization represents its ability 

to produce results in a way projected to a target. On the other hand, Machuki and 

Aosa (2018) define organizational performance from the point of view of efficiency 

and effectiveness of a firm. Walker, Damanpour and Devece (2018) define    

iorganizational    iperformance    ias    ithe    irecord    iof    ioutcomes    iproduced    ion    ia    ispecified    ijob    

ifunction    ior    iactivity    iduring    ia    ispecified    iperiod    iof    itime.    iOrganizational    iperformance    

icomprises    ithe    iactual    ioutput    ior    iresults    iof    ian    iorganization    ias    imeasured    iagainst    iits    

iintended    ioutputs    ior    igoals and objectives.  

Similarly, Ağan et al. (2016) is of the view    ithat    iorganizational    iperformance    imeasures    

ithree    ispecific    iareas    iof    ifirm    ioutcomes:    ifinancial    iperformance;    iproduct    imarket    

iperformance    iand    ishareholder    ireturn. Therefore, according to these definitions, 

performance can be assessed in terms of output and outcome, profit, internal 

processes and procedures, organizational structures, employee attitudes, and     

iorganizational    iresponsiveness    ito    ithe    ienvironment    iamong    iothers.    iIn    irecent    iyears,    imany    

iorganizations    ihave    iattempted    ito    imeasure    iorganizational    iperformance    iusing    ithe    

ibalanced    iscorecard    imethodology    iwhere    iperformance    iis    itracked    iand    imeasured    iin    

imultiple    idimensions    isuch    ias:    ifinancial    iperformance    i(ishareholder    ireturn),    icustomer    

iservice,    isocial    iresponsibility (corporate    icitizenship,    icommunity    ioutreach)    iand    

iemployee    istewardship (Valmohammadi & Ahmadi, 2015).  

In public organizations, performance    iContracting    i(PC)    iis used to        imeasure    

iperformance    isince it        idefines    iexpectations    i(the    iwork,    ithe    iresults    ito    ibe    iattained    iand    ithe    

iattributes)    iand    icompetencies    irequired    ito    iachieve    iresults. PC   iidentifies    ithe    imeasures     

iused    ito    imonitor,    ireview    iand    iassess    iperformance (Gross, 2015). In many government 

organizations, performance contracting is now used in measuring organizational 

performance and therefore this study will adopt this approach. In    ithe    ipresent    iresearch,    

ithe    ibalance    iscore    icard    iperformance    iperspective    imeasures     iwill    ibe    iused.    iIt    iis    ia    istrategic    
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iperformance    imeasurement    imodel    ideveloped    iby    iKaplan    iand    iNorton    i(2015)    iand    iits    imain    

iobjective    iis    ito    itranslate    ian    iorganization    imission    iand    ivision    iinto    iactual    ioperational     

iactions.    iThe    iperspective    imeasures    iare    inamely    ithe    ifirms,    ifinancial,    iinternal    iprocesses,    

icustomer    ifocus    iand,    ilearning    iand    igrowth. 

1.1.3 Kenya Pipeline Company 

The Kenya Pipeline Company is one of the state corporations in the energy sector that 

was incorporated in 1973 under the Companies Act (Cap 486) though it started its 

commercial arm in 1978. The Company is 100% government owned shareholding is 

involved in the Marketing of petroleum products industry through the operations of 

the Mombasa – Nairobi pipeline (PIEA, 2017). The company in fulfilment of its role 

performs three main services namely, transportation, storage and loading (Kenya 

Pipeline Company, 2015). Despite being the only company operating the pipeline, 

KPC faces a number of supply chain challenges ranging from unreliability in the 

pipeline, unexplained losses and lack of the existing pipeline to meet the demands of 

fuel in the upcountry (Wawuda & Mungai, 2016). 

The management of KPC, especially the top management has been a subject of 

government interference through appointment of the board and the CEO who in most 

cases are the products of political process and this has led to some decisions lacking 

economical basis but political expediency. However, majority of the top management 

team are holding the positions courtesy of their qualification. The organization top 

management are entrusted with the realization of its objective of transporting refined 

oil and storing the same. The achievement of the objectives of the company requires 

high level of expertise and implementation and this can best be realised if the 

management is composed of persons with a wide spectrum of technical and 

supportive qualification. As compared to other state-owned companies, KPC does not 

depend on government financial support but rather is a source of revenue for the 

government through dividends and taxes remittances. It is supported by the major oil 

companies that are signatories of the network, and are therefore obliged to transport 

their fuel through the pipeline.  
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1.2 Research Problem 

The performance of an organization is determined by different factors, including on 

how an organization is managed and run. Therefore, the ability of an organization to 

determine both internal and external factors that influence its performance is expected 

to be an important step to improving the firm position from the current one. One of 

the internal factors that is deemed to influence the strategies that an organization 

adopts and eventually the ability to successfully realise its objectives is the 

characteristics of the top management. A    iworkforce    ithat    idraws    iits    imembers    ifrom    ia    

idiverse    ipool    iof    icharacteristics    isuch    ias    irace,   nationality,    iattitude,    iethnicity,    ieducational    

ilevel,    iand    igender    ihas    ibeen    iof    iconcern    ito    ithe organizations to scholars due to its 

perceived influence on performance. This is because the ability    iof    ian    iorganizations’    

itop    imanagement    ito    icome    iup    iwith    iappropriate    istrategies    iin    ithe    icontext    iof    ichanging    

ibusiness    ienvironment can better be achieved if the decision makers come from a 

diverse pool of expertise.  

The important role played by the Kenya pipeline limited in the distribution of 

petroleum products in Kenya and neighbouring countries is critical such that its 

failure to fulfil its obligation might result in the shutdown of the economy with 

serious economic consequence. In addition, economies of countries such as Uganda, 

Rwanda, Burundi and Easter DRC depend on KPC for cost-effective and safe means 

of transporting and storing fuels. With this important role, it is important that the top 

management of this state corporation come up with effective strategies of fulfilling its 

mandate. At the same time, it becomes incumbent upon the decision-making body of 

the organization to be made up of persons with diverse characteristics that when 

combined brings about necessary synergy. As a result, the quest of the study to 

investigate the effect of top management diversity on its performance will be 

important towards realization of its goals 

The influence of top management diversity on the organizational performance has 

attracted the interest of different scholars, both at the international level and at the 

local level. Ruiz-Jiménez and Fuentes-Fuentes (2016) undertook and empirical 

research to establish the nexus between management capabilities, innovation, and 

gender diversity in the top management team of 205 Spanish firms and found that 

management capabilities positively affect product and process innovation. Among the 
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Malaysia firms, Khan, Hassan and Marimuthu (2017) investigated diversity on 

corporate boards and firm performance with the findings suggesting that gender 

diversity had a positive and significant effect on the performance of the non-financial 

firms researched on. Further, Boone, Lokshin, Guenter and Belderbos (2019) sought 

to determine how the top management team nationality diversity, corporate 

entrepreneurship, and innovation in multinational firms affect the performance of 

multinational firms in Britain and found that nationality diversity had a negative effect 

on the performance of the firms. In West African Countries product innovation is a 

key tool for countruction firms competing in the marketplace, innovating firms often 

fail to obtain economic returns from their product innovations (Obasanjo, 2013). In 

Rwanda organizational knowledge creation, as reflected in NPD, is a vital process for 

firms to gain competitive advantage, Knowledge and innovation play a certain role in 

regional economic growth (Akbar, 2014).  

Among the commercial state corporations in Kenya, Omoro, Aduda and Okiro (2015) 

sought to explore the relationship between demographic diversity in top management 

team and financial reporting quality. The findings to the research reveal that the top 

management diversity is related to the firm’s financial reporting. Similarly, Mangar 

and Munyoki (2018) investigated the effect of strategic Alliance Portfolio diversity 

and Performance of Commercial Banks in Kenya and the findings suggest that firm 

embeddedness and reciprocity enhance the portfolio problem solving capacity and 

therefore performance of the commercial banks in Kenya. Further, Mkalama and 

Machuki (2019) sought to determine the top management demographics and 

performance of State Corporation in Kenya. The results of the findings suggest that 

the top management demographics had a statistically significant influence on the 

performance of Kenyan state corporations.  

From the above studies and literature on top management diversity, it is evident that 

the concept has attracted the attention of different interest due to its perceived 

influence on organizational performance. However, majority of the studies have 

looked at different organizations in a sector and not a case study as in the current 

study. Also, from the above studies, no study focused on educational diversity, 

functional diversity, tenure diversity, and social diversity top management on 

performance. Consequently, this research will seek to fill in the gap by answering the 
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following research questions on the effect of educational diversity, functional 

diversity, tenure diversity and social diversity on performance of Kenya Pipeline 

Company?  

1.3 Research Objective 

To determine the relationship between top management diversity and performance of 

Kenya Pipeline Company limited. 

1.4 Value of The Study 

The findings of the study will have positive implication on Upper Echelons Theory 

and Resource Based Theory. Attainment of these targets in turn will improve 

organizational productivity and provide the organization with added value. It will help 

in providing organizational values and qualities of the top management of an 

organisation, which only uses socio-technical concepts as tools to accomplish solely 

economic goals. 

The understanding on effect of top management diversity on performance of Kenya 

Pipeline Company Limited will be of importance to different groups of stakeholders. 

The management of the KPC will derive a great deal of benefits from the study since 

the decision making and strategy development in a firm with a view to realization of 

the organization goal is the top management team. Therefore, the understanding on 

how this category of employee’s characteristics such as level of education, functional 

background and gender, for example, will help in formulating organizational policies 

that will guide in the recruitment criteria of the top management team. Similarly, the 

study will guide the organization in advocating the formation of specific board that 

meet certain criteria that will result in improved decision making and thus better 

alignment of the firm to the changing business environment.  

Secondly, policy makers in the ministry of energy such as the Energy and Petroleum 

Regulatory Authority (EPRA) as well as the government – as the sole shareholder of 

KPC in formulating appropriate policies that will guide the operation of the company 

as well as other players in the energy sector.  Through the research findings and 

recommendations, it will be possible for the regulators and the government to 

respectively recommend and appoint the nature of the members to the board as well as 
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the executive members of KPC.  Investors and financiers to the company will also be 

able to evaluate the management team running the company before deciding on the 

financing plans since this group will influence the payment potential of the loan.  

The academic world will also benefit from the outcome of the ongoing research since 

it will provide insightful discussion that can guide other scholars in coming up with a 

gap that this research will not have covered due to its scope. The energy sector in 

Kenya is still in its infancy stage and therefore the study will help scholars in the 

coming up with ways in which the industry can be developed further through 

recruitment of appropriate management team. Similarly, future scholars can explore 

other variables that can either moderate or mediate the relationship between TMT and 

performance. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction  

The chapter    idiscusses    ithe    iliterature    irelated    ito    ithe    iresearch     iobjective    iwhich    iis    ito    

iestablish    ithe effect of top management diversity on the performance of Kenya 

Pipeline Company. The section covers theories that anchor the study and further 

covers the empirical studies that are relevant to the research subject area.  

2.2 Theoretical Review  

This section discusses theories that are relevant to the study objectives. The 

discussions relating to the effect of top management diversity on the performance of 

Kenya Pipeline Limited is anchored on three theories, namely; Resource Based 

Theory (RBV) and Upper Echelon Theory. This section discusses the three theories 

and highlights their relevance to the study.  

2.2.1 Resource Based Theory 

The Resource Based View (RBV) concepts were originally developed by Penrose 

(1959) and Wernerfelt (1984) and later improved by Barney (1991). The RBV 

considers an enterprise to be a particular set of substantial client-managed tangible 

and intangible resources that enable the entity to devise and implement plans that 

maximize its competitiveness and performance. However, according to Barney (1991) 

a resource will be a source of competitiveness if it has certain unique attributes that 

distinguishes them from those of other players in the market. These involve 

characteristics that are important to create a sustainable competitive edge, including 

the need for a resource to be valuable; it must be scarce across future and current 

competitors; it must be imperfectly imitable; and it should also not provide technically 

comparable alternatives for established goods. Therefore, since resources cannot be 

transferred and completely imitated, the product markets are expected to be stable and 

constant (Barney, 1991, Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). 
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Irrespective of how good a firm’s competitive position stands, there is need to 

augment it with an elaborate strategy that covers the firm’s core competencies, 

product and service development, competitive priorities and customer driven 

strategies.  This is because, as Boyer,  Swink and Rosenzweig (2015) highlights, 

organizational capabilities on their own will not improve a company’s performance 

but rather the capacity of the organization to combine these internal capabilities in a 

manner that will create a synergy and thus improve the organizational performance. 

Therefore, the capacity of an organization to orient its operations in terms of adapting 

to the external environment, building int0ernal and external environment, 

proactiveness and building defensive capabilities is expected to result in improved 

competitive advantage.  This can best be achieved through the top management 

decision making capacity.  

However, the RBV has attracted criticism owing to its static nature and lacks the 

ability of a company to adjust procedures and reconfigure resources with a view to 

increasing its productivity (Vera, Crossan & Apaydin, 2017). In fact, RBV does not 

adequately clarify how businesses build and implement their capabilities and 

resources in order to achieve a competitive market place. The theorists advancing the 

dynamic capability principles have explored the possible ways of doing away with 

this constraint by suggesting that rather than having a company considered as 

ownership of capabilities and resources, this feature alone cannot put a company in a 

strategic position to win a bigger share in a competitive market and instead, they 

propose that a firm should have a strategic approach that executes resources and 

capabilities that suits the operational environment of the company and will help 

spearhead market penetration (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). 

2.2.2 Upper Echelon Theory 

The Upper Echelon theory as one of the theories of organization claims that, due to its 

own individual and collective backgrounds, an organization's performance standard 

reflects its leading managers' values and cognitive capacities. Based on the 

Company's existing behavioral theory (Cyert & March, 1963), management typically 

makes an irrational decision, which the upper echelon's theory reinforces by 

proposing that executives face enormous overloads of data in their everyday activities, 

often leading them to decide on the basis of their experience. In order to be able to 
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filter this information that appear in a random manner in the business operating 

environment, Kapferer (2012) opine that the top management characteristics, for 

instance strategic thinking, determine the effectiveness of filtering and assessing the 

abundant information that may help an organization in the long run to respond to the 

changes in mode of operations by being innovative. 

Thus, the literature on the upper echelon theory has consistently advanced that the 

view that the leadership characteristics of an organization will determine the firm’s 

strategic choices such as product organizational, plant and equipment newness 

acquisition, unrelated diversification, capital intensity and response time. Hambrick 

(2007) suggests that upon selecting an employee with certain strategic characteristics 

to be at the helm of the organization, then the chances of the organization achieving 

its innovative goals is enhanced. However, in the present-day globalized labor market, 

by selecting an employee through such attributes as skills and experience might be 

considered discriminatory and unfair to the other individuals without such 

characteristics. If the employee discrimination narrative is successful in the market, 

this might lead to boycott of the company products and services, as well as attract 

huge financial penalty.  

2.3 Top Management Diversity and Performance  

The top management diversity is concerned with having the senior management that 

contains both tacit and acquired knowledge with the aim of being utilized to make 

decisions that will improve the performance of the organization in which they 

manage. The popular dimensions of top management diversity as applied by various 

scholars include education level, gender, functional background, social and tenure.  

The educational capability of managers is thought to have a direct effect on their 

cognitive capacity because it is supposed that an educated person is endowed with 

more information processing abilities and creativity. Lombard and Craford (2015) 

assert that well educated managers are able to consider the implication of various 

environmental factors in the internally generated strategies and through the same, to 

formulate sub-level strategies and to appropriately deal with employee’s resistance to 

change. The effective management of employee resistance is expected to increase 

organizational performance since all members in an organization will work towards 
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the attainment of the same goal. The same conclusion was arrived by Heavey and 

Simsek (2017) who highlight that top management team influences the level of 

knowledge available in the firm and consequently capacity to make a good decision, 

especially in an open environment where one single global issue affect many players 

and this calls for educated managers who are capable of making appropriate strategic 

networks and network competence. Indeed, an educated management team is 

associated with higher flexibility, intensity of innovation and willingness to change 

when external or internal circumstance demand. Consequently, an educated top 

management team has better ability to manage and make better business decisions as 

compared with those who lack the requisite educational background.  

Improved decision making by managers, as a result of educational competency is 

associated with better decision making because a diverse top management is able to 

stimulate debate on an issue before a decision is made. This increases the depth of 

information elaboration and consequently helping an organization decision making 

organ avoid the tendency toward group think and instead move towards solving 

complex problems that emanate from the market place and consequently boosting 

decision quality. A similar position was arrived at by Abubakar, et al. (2019) who 

noted that with diverse educational backgrounds, the top managers are able to 

interrogate a problem at hand from much perspective, a virtue that will likely result in 

improved decision-making resulting from diverse perspective from the group 

members.   

Diversity in the functional background of the top management is out of the need that 

the decision makers be persons with diverse expertise     iin    ithe    ifield    iof    ilaw,    iaccounting    

itaxation,    ifinance,    iand    iso    ion    ibecause    ian    iexpert    iperson    iarrives    ito    ia    ibetter    iconclusion    ion    

isuch    imatters    ias    irisk    ievaluation,    icompetitive    iadvantage    iand    iunderstanding    ion    imatters    

ithat    ineed    ito    ibe encountered in business. In the same way, Kakabadse et al. (2015) 

suggest that board diversity as manifested in diverse background and experience is 

suitable in meeting the needs of an organization as caused by the changing needs of 

the company from time to time. The functional diversity of the top management in an 

organization is expected to bring diverse kind of social capital that ultimately 

influences performance resulting from improved strategic decision making. An 

employee stimulus to interpret a problem at hand improves when managers come 
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from diverse functional backgrounds as well as better facilitates     istrategic    

iorganizational    ichanges    iaimed    iat    iimproving    ifirm    iperformance.    i,    ithough    ichief    iexecutive    

iofficer    icharacteristics    iplay    ian    iimportant    imoderating    irole    iin    ithis    irelationship.  

A functionally diverse workforce acts as an external signal to organizational 

stakeholders because as Korschun (2015) assert, a diversified board of management 

positively impacts the wider image of the firm and gives confidence to a wider 

audience which in turn influences the overall performance. The asymmetrical nature 

of the decisions made by a diversified management team serves to signal asymmetric 

information present in the organization. A case in point is whereby a firm is described 

by its association of membership and if the top management team chooses to associate 

themselves with firms that subscribe to certain values and ethos, then it is expected to 

affect the level of membership and business level. Further, on the basis of the 

knowledge-based view theory, organizations that has different knowledge bases 

repository have been found to exhibit better performance than those whose 

management team is not heterogeneous.  This is because since each member of an 

organization’s top management brings specialized     iand    iunique    iknowledge    ithat    iif    iit    iis    

ieffectively    iused,    iwill    ienable    ia    ifirm    ito    istrategically    irespond    ito    imarket    ichanges.  

Another dimension of organization top management characteristic that has been 

linked to performance is the diversity in the management tenure as proxied by the 

breadth of knowledge available amongst the team. According to Harrison and Klein 

(2010) a management tenure variety will include the information and cognitive 

perspectives available among the top management due to tenure differences. The top 

management team diversity in tenure comes improves their ability    ito    iperform    istrategic    

ireasoning    ithat    iwill    iguide    ithe    iorganization    ito    iachieve    iits    iobjectives    iby    ilimiting    ithe    

ieffects    iof    ithe    icompetitive    ipressures. Yi, Ndofor, He and Wei (2017) reinforce the need 

for having a longer tenure of the top management team by stating that it is likely to 

result on other organization members respecting them and by extension their 

decisions will also be respected by the other members of staff. However, a wide 

breadth of top management tenure has been associated with some disadvantages as 

was highlighted by Hambrick, Humphrey and Gupta (2015) who posit that the top 

management tenure diversity might result in a decline in performance because     iafter    ia    

icertain    iperiod    iof    itime,    ithe    imanagement    iteam    ibecomes    iresistant    ito    istrategic    ichange    iand    
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idevelops    imyopic    ivision    iwhich    ilowers    imanagement’s    irisk-taking    icapability    iand    

iinnovativeness.  

The inclusion of various ethnic groups in the top management team in an organization 

is also important because    ihaving    imembers    ifrom    idifferent     iethnic    ibackgrounds    ienhance    

ithe    iteam’s    iperspective    iwhich    iwould    ibe    iuseful    iin    idesigning    ifirm    istrategies    ithrough    itheir    

icontribution    iwhich    iare    ibased    ion    idifferent    iknowledge    ithey    ihave    i(Ashikali & 

Groeneveld, 2015). Therefore,    iwith    ia    idiverse    itop    imanagement    iteam,    ivarious    ivaluable    

iperspectives    iand    iknowledge    ican    ibe    ishared    ifor    ia    ibetter    idecision    ileading    ito    ibetter    ifirm    

iperformance. Similarly, heterogeneous teams in terms of their social position bring 

greater variance in creativity, innovation, ideas and, ideologies thus enabling 

organizations to perform better.  

The question on why some entrepreneurial firms performs better than the others from 

the basis of their management leadership was investigated by Bingham and 

Eisenhardt (2011) find that a large management team that has been working together 

for a longer time have been found to register improved performance. This was 

attributed to the capacity of the large team of management to develop simple heuristic 

and related organization processes that enables them to seize opportunities faster as 

compared to the undiversified top management team. The findings suggest that 

diversity helps in reducing the principal –agent conflict and thus the financial 

performance of the firm.  

A similar finding is supported by an earlier study by Mahadeo, Soobaroyen and 

Hanuman (2012) who while investigating the effect of board composition on the 

financial performance of 42 listed firms in Mauritius and find that diversity in terms 

of gender, educational and functional backgrounds had a positive and significant 

effect on the performance of firms. The study adopted a descriptive research design 

among the 43 commercial banks in Kenya and the findings reveal that top 

management diversity as proxied by, academic qualifications, professional 

qualifications and functional background had no effect on the performance of 

commercial banks. This finding was earlier supported by Ekadah and Kiweu (2012) 

who similarly found that board gender diversity had no significant effect on the 

performance of commercial banks in Kenya. However, the findings identify that 

board diversity is an important corporate governance facet though it has a significant 
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effect on the performance of the commercial banks. This was attributed, among 

others, to the glass ceiling in the Kenyan commercial bank’s top management 

hierarchy. 

2.4 Summary of Literature and Research Gap 

The concept of the top management team diversity has attracted the interest of 

scholars and practitioners in the field of management due to its perceived effect on the 

organizational outcome. Different variables of top management diversity have been 

investigated ranging from gender, educational background, functional, tenure, age and 

social perspectives (Heavey,  & Simsek, 2017; Hassan et al., 2015; Munjuri & Maina, 

2013). However, the results of the study are varied with a positive effect being 

registered by other research (Marinova, 2016; Mwangi et al. 2016) while other studies 

did not register any relationship between the variables.  

In addition, of the studies carried out, limited studies have pursued a case study 

research design that will bring about a more in-depth discussion and on the 

relationship between the variables. Similarly, the studies have looked at the two 

variables from the point of view of many organizations as opposed to one 

organization, especially from the developing country perspective. Pursuant to a lack 

of conclusive position on the effect of top management characteristic on the 

performance of organizations and also in recognition of the fact that a case study 

approach has been limited, this study will seek to bridge this gap by investigating the 

effect of TMT on the performance of Kenya Pipeline Company.  
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presented the study methodology that was adopted in order to achieve 

the intended objective. The areas of consideration in this chapter were comprised of 

the study research design, target population as well as procedures involved in data 

collection. In addition, the section covers the data analysis method.  

3.2 Research Design 

In    ithis    istudy,     ia    icase    istudy    iresearch    idesign was    iused.    iThe    ireason    ifor    ithis    ichoice    iis    ibased    

ion    ithe    iknowledge    ithat    icase    istudies    iare    imore    iappropriate    ifor    iexamining    ithe    iprocesses    

iby    iwhich    ievents    iunfold,    ias    iwell    ias    iexploring    icausal    irelationships    iand    ialso    iit    iprovides    ia    

iholistic    iunderstanding    iof    ithe    iphenomena through prodding of the interviewee to give 

answers to the questions. The study sought to determine the relationship between top 

management diversity and performance of Kenya Pipeline Company limited. This 

design was preferred as it provided an avenue for data collection from the firm to 

establish the link between variables under study at a particular time. The design was 

successfully used by Machuki (2011). 

3.3 Data Collection 

The    istudy    iused   primary    idata    ithat was icollected    ithrough onlne  iinterview    iwith    ithe    

iresearcher.    iAn    iinterview    iguide was iused    ito    icollect    idata    ion    ithe    ieffect of top 

management diversity on the performance of Kenya Pipeline management. The 

interviewees were made from one member in each of the following departments: 

human resource, finance, marketing, procurement, business development, 

engineering, operations, and directorate divisions, making it eight participants. These    

irespondents were    iconsidered    ito    ibe    iinvolved    iin    ithe    iformulation    iand    iimplementation    iof    

ipolicies    iregarding    ithe composition of the top management characteristic.  

3.4 Data Analysis 

The    idata    icollected was ianalyzed     iby    iuse    iof    icontent    ianalysis.    I The    iinformation was 

ianalyzed    iand    ievaluated    ito    idetermine    itheir    iusefulness,    iconsistency,    icredibility    iand    

iadequacy.    The    icontent    ianalysis was iused    ibecause    iit    iassisted    iin    imaking    iinferences    iby    
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isystematically    iand    iobjectively    iidentifying    ispecific    imessages    iand    ithen    irelating    ithem    

iwith    itheir    ioccurrence    itrends.  

Similar    istudies    iin    ithe    ipast    ilike    ithose    idone    iby    iArmule    i(2003)    iwho    iresearched    ion    ithe    

iresponse    iof    ithe    ifamily    iplanning    iassociation    iof    iKenya    ito    ichanges    iin    iits    ioperating    

ienvironment    iand    iKandie    i(2001)    iin    ia    istudy    ion    istrategic    iresponses    iby    iTelkom    iKenya    

iLtd    iin    ia    icompetitive    ienvironment    iused    ithis    itechnique    iof    icontent    ianalysis.    
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CHAPTER FOUR  

DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

The research objective was to determine the effect of top management diversity on    ithe    

iperformance    iof Kenya Pipeline Company Limited. The data collected toward the 

attainment of the objective was    icollected    ithrough    ithe    iuse    iof    ithe    iinterview    iguide.    iThis    

ichapter    ipresents    ithe    ianalysis    ifrom    ithe    iinterviewees    iand    ia    idiscussion    iof    ithe    ifindings. In 

the general information section, the researcher sought to determine the interviewees’ 

academic and professional qualifications, length of service in the organization and 

assess any role they play in coming up with a diverse workforce. Regarding the 

interviewee's level of education, eight of the interviews had different levels of post-

graduate qualification, with the two of them have attained a PhD in human resource 

management and the other in strategic management. The other six interviewees had a 

Masters's Level of academic qualification in finance, operations management, and 

Chemical Engineering. Similarly, the respondents had pursued different professional 

courses in their relevant field to acumen their academic qualification. Some of the 

professional qualifications attained include a higher diploma in HRM, marketing, 

accounting, and Law.  

In relation to the question asked on the work experience at Kenya Pipeline Company 

Ltd, the results reveal that the average working experience for the interviewees was 

eight years, with four of them having worked in the company for over 12 years while 

only two of them were relatively new having worked for less than three years but had 

worked in the petroleum sector for in Kenya and outside the country before joining 

KPC. At the same time, the researcher found out that the interviewees had headed 

their respective departments for at least three years. The role played by the 

interviewees in developing employee diversity in the organization was also evaluated 

to determine whether they understand and appreciate the importance of employee 

diversity in the workplace. The results show that all the interviewees understand the 

need to have top management diversity and enhance performance. However, only 

three of the interviewees indicated that they participate in recruiting a diverse top 

management workforce. On the three interviewees who did not participate in the 
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recruitment of the employees to the organization, they were found to understand the 

diverse dimensions of top management diversity with educational, functional, ethnic, 

and functional diversity being the dominant practices of top management team 

diversity that was being adopted in the organization.  

From the interviewees' education, work experience, and understanding of top 

management diversity at KPC, it was safely concluded that they were knowledgeable 

in the research matter and, therefore, able to provide reliable information to the 

questions asked.  

4.2 Top Management Diversity Characteristic 

The study's objective was to investigate the influence of top management diversity on 

the performance of Kenya Pipeline Company Limited. A firm's performance is 

generated from one single source of activity and a combination of strategies that 

combine to form a synergy. One of the management practices that is perceived to 

influence the performance of an organization is the level of management diversity 

exhibited in the top management echelon. The diversity of these employees' cadre 

takes different forms. In the present research, six different top management employee 

diversity were investigated: education, functional, tenure, social, nationality, and 

ethnic diversity. The following section discusses the results from the interviewees of 

each of the diversity dimensions investigated.     

4.2.1 Educational Diversity  

The researcher sought to investigate the characteristic of educational diversity of the 

top management at KPC. The interviewees pointed out that the organization's top 

management comprises persons from diverse educational backgrounds and academic 

levels. The HR manager noted thus, 

“Starting from the board of directorship, we have a board whose characteristics 

uphold the recommendation of the corporate governance practices in terms of having 

an educationally diverse board.  Similarly, the recruitment policy of the organization 

is that we employ persons and progress our employees while being cognizant of the 

fact that a diverse TMT brings on board a wide range of cognitive abilities and skills, 

improves processing of abilities, and thus better decision making." 
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In recognition of the need to improve the employees' educational capacity, it was 

found that the organization has come up with a reward scheme for staff that upgrades 

their educational capacity and professional competency through a salary increase and 

consideration for promotion when a chance arises. This point was affirmed by both 

the marketing manager and Business development managers who acknowledge that 

part of the determinant to their promotion to the current position was their educational 

and professional qualification and noted that; 

“The Kenya Pipeline Company has continuous training programs for the top 

management and sponsors staffs who wish to further their studies by paying 50% of 

the cost." 

Being a business entity and playing an essential role in the distribution of fuel in the 

country and the region at large, the interviewees observed that having a higher 

educational background among the top management team results in better business 

decision making compared with those who do not have or have a lesser educational 

level, ceteris paribus. The management's diverse educational level affords the 

organization a wide spectrum of decision-making choices and views, not accessible to 

a more homogeneous group. These results in improved decision-making since, they 

pointed, that    idiverse    itop    imanagement    idirectly    istimulates    idebate    ion    ian    iissue    ibefore    ia    

idecision    iis    imade.   

4.2.2 Functional Diversity  

Functional diversity is concerned with the difference in the top management's past 

functions and duties. It is expected that a management team with a difference in their 

work experiences, experiences, challenges, and opportunities that one has gone 

through builds confidence and changes the nature of the decision that one makes. In 

this regard, the researcher    isought    ito    idetermine    ithe nature of the top management's 

functions in their previous work experience. It is expected that better decisions are 

made when a team of different functional backgrounds comes together to deliberate 

an issue at hand.  

The results regarding the top management functional diversity suggest that populating 

the top management by a team with different expert background reveals such as law, 

finance, accounting, and strategy enabled the KPC to make better decisions in areas 
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such as competitive advantage, risk evaluation as well as coming up with strategies of 

handling challenges at hand. The manager of business development pointed out that; 

‘The organization monitors on continuous basis the experience and expertise of the 

top management team and the board with a view to assessing whether the functional 

background aligns well to the demands in the current business environment.' 

On how the KPC top management is functional diverse, the interviewees highlighted 

that close to 40% of the organization's top decision-making team had worked in other 

petroleum and fast food consumer goods in Kenya and other countries like Shell 

Holland and Uniliver in Nigeria. Apart from the functional experience from other 

firms, the HR manager noted that; 

‘Before ascending to head the different departments, the managers also are exposed 

to different functional areas in the organization and that the strategy department is 

represented by staff from different background to enrich the type of strategy arrived.' 

The results suggest that the functional diversity in the organization is tailored towards 

being able to make distinctive and independent decisions.  

4.2.3 Tenure Diversity  

The top management tenure diversity is concerned with the breadth of knowledge 

available to the top management team due to the difference in the time between the 

current year and the year in which the TMT joined the organization. This is because, 

with different tenures, the senior management's perception concerning risk and 

commitment to the organization might differ.  For effective decision making, it is 

anticipated that a wide array of knowledge base affords the top management with a 

broad spectrum of decisions due to the different views that the management has. The 

researcher sought to establish how the organization's tenure diversity manifested. The 

manager finance pointed that since the TMT tenure is a job-related difference, it 

represents the information process and the wider the tenure diversity, the higher the 

decision-making capacity of the management.  The need to have diversified tenure 

among the top management team is that Individuals in diverse groups will access 

information from dissimilar networks outside their groups. 
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One interviewee argued that since the present-day business environment is an open 

system and drawing from the open system theory, managers' capability to process 

information will emanate from the social integration that a manager will have to 

actualize over the employment period. The questions asked in the tenure diversity 

suggest that the TMT is populated with staffs that possess different decision-making 

capabilities gained through their work experience in the organization and outside the 

organization, which is manifested in the attitude separation of other staff groups.  

4.2.4 Nationality Diversity  

An employee's nationality refers to the country of origin that has spent more of their 

formal years. Different countries have varied formal and informal educational set-up 

which influences a particular way of handling and analyzing environmental situations. 

Consequently, the nation of origin     iof    iindividuals    ishows    ithe    iinstitutional    ienvironment    

iof    ithe    ination    iand    iindividuals    iin    iwhich    ithat    ihas    ispent    ithe    imajority    iof    itheir    iformative    

iyears.  

Concerning the questions on whether the Kenya Pipeline Company has top 

management staff that come from different nations, the respondents agreed that 

though there is no top management team that comes from different nationalities, two 

of the managers, as well as the three of the directors, had worked and schooled in 

USA, UK, and Australia before joining KPC. However, the manager marketing 

pointed out that an array of persons from a     icombination    iof    iformal    iand    iinformal    

iinstitutions    iin    ia    icountry    iwill    iguide    iindividuals    iand    iorganizations    iin    ianalyzing    ithe    

ienvironment,    idealing    iwith    iuncertainty    iin    ithe    ioperating    ienvironment, and consequently 

coming up with different ways of dealing with the prevailing situation. The manager 

operations highlighted those different countries have different educational systems 

that introduce explicit and codified knowledge that guides in transactions and 

corporate governance tenets, resulting in diverse decision-making processes and 

arriving at optimal conclusions.  

4.2.5 Ethnic Diversity 

The concept of ethnicity is concerned with the diversity of employees in terms of their 

religion, culture, and personal identity. The researcher sought to gather how ethnicity 

at Kenya Pipeline Limited is manifested and how it might be influencing the firm's 
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performance.  From the results, the HR manager highlighted that the organization is 

cognizant that recruitment of persons from different ethnic and nationality 

backgrounds comes with differences in preferences, both as a cultural resource and a 

sign of identity.  

' person's identity is a source of shared understanding which shapes the way a 

person's behaves at work in terms of work performance and relationship with the 

other members of the group.' 

In recognition of the same, KPC respected all employees' religions, cultures, and 

values. All employees are given equal opportunity to in decision making in disregard 

of their ethnic background. The interviewees appreciated the role that ethnic diversity 

plays in making employees act in a certain way to conform to the desired norm. Staff 

members within a certain ethnic class were found to maximize and be more concerned 

about their identity group association than the material gain that might arise from 

going outside ethnic group norms.  

4.3 Effect of Top Management Team Diversity on Performance 

The research investigated the influence of four diversity variables on Kenya Pipeline 

limited performance: education, functional, tenure, and ethnicity. The findings reveal 

that the educational diversity of the employees resulted in increased task conflict, 

which led to an increase in the level of performance of the team as a result of the 

resulting wide range of ideas introduced in a group discussion. The interviewees 

pointed out that a top management team empowered with a wide array of educational 

and professional backgrounds can    ileverage    ithe    iknowledge    idifferences    iof    ithe    imembers     

ito    iachieve    iimproved decision-making that considers wide environmental factors 

before concluding and making the best decision. Further, the interviewees noted that 

educated staff had improved interpersonal     irelationships    ithat    imust    ibe    imanaged    

icarefully    iwhen    iteam    imembers    ihave    ivery    idifferent    ivalues.    iThese    ifindings    iwill    ihelp    

idecision-makers    imanage    isoftware    iprojects    iby    iselecting    iappropriate    iteam    imembers    iand    

ieffectively    imanaging    iworkgroup    idiversity    ifor    iproject    isuccess. Similarly, the results 

indicate that educational diversity resulted in improved interpersonal communication 

and relationship. This facilitated a better competitive position by the organization 
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since the staff can approach a challenge or opportunity as a team since each member 

can communicate available opportunities challenges better.  

The innovativeness and creativity of the organization were found to be directly related 

to the educational level of the top management. The organization's innovativeness 

impacts the quality of services and products the company offers due to the top 

management's technical know-how due to their educational background. However, 

one of the interviewees cautioned that educational diversity does not result in positive 

performance. Instead, the employees and top management of the organization have to 

value the true benefits of employee diversity positively.  

Functional diversity was found to positively influence organizational performance 

because of improved intra-personal information sharing that comes with the same. A 

diversified function top management was found to share information willingly. It was 

less likely to introduce intra-group bias or stereotypes that restrict information sharing 

quickly and thus faster decision making.  However, the manager finance was of the 

contrary opinion that functional diversity might also work against the more significant 

benefit of the organization since a wider functional diversity of the top management; 

they might have difficulty relating and communicating with one another.  

4.4 Discussions  

The study results support the earlier held position by Kochan et al.'s (2013) that the 

need for top management diversity in organizations can best be achieved when 

diversity is ingrained into the organization's fabric, as captured in its mission policies 

and practices. Diversity does not necessarily result in improved performance, but 

rather this can only be achieved when a proactive diversity-management strategy is in 

place. Therefore, as Fink and Pastore’s (1999) aver, such changes are likely to occur 

when athletic directors perceive diversity's value to the department.  

The results reveal that when the organization TMT is composed    iof    imembers    iwho    ihave    

iworked    ifor    idifferent    iperiods, there might be conflict because those with a longer 

tenure might feel the sense of entitlement by opining that     ithey    ihave    imore    iinstitutional    

imemory    ithan    ithose    iwho    ihave    irecently    ijoined    ithe    iteam    iand    ias    ia    iresult    iare    icommitted    ito    

imaintaining    ithings    ias    ithey    ihave    ialways    ibeen. Similarly, the results suggest that the 

status quo might come about from the longer tenure and thus create     ia    icomfort    izone,    
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ileaving    ino    iroom    ifor    icreativity    iand    iinnovation,    iwhich    iare    icritical    icomponents    iof    ithe    

iperformance    iof    ibanks    iand    iform     ithe    iinternal    iprocesses    iperspective    iof    ithe    ibalanced    

iscorecard. However, this finding is contrary to Awino's (2013) finding who noted that 

a TMT with more remarkable tenure is usually    iknown    ito    ibe    imore    icohesive    ibut    iless    

ilikely    ito    ichange    ithe    istatus    iquo.    iBantel    iand    iJackson    i(1989)    ifound    ia    ipositive    irelationship    

ibetween    itenure    iand    icommitment    ito    ithe    istatus    iquo.    iIn    iaddition,    iTyran    iand    iGibson    

i(2008)    ifind    ithat    iwhen    ithe    itenures    iof    iTMT    imembers    iare    ivery    iclose    i(i.e.,    iless    idiversity),    

ithey    iare    imore    ilikely    ito    ishow    isimilar    ibehavior    ipatterns,    ibeliefs,    iand    iexpectations,    ihave    

imore    iinteractive    icommunications,    iand    ithus    igenerate    iteam    iidentity    iand    icohesion,    

iresulting    iin    ihigher    iperformance.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This    ichapter    isummarizes    ithe    istudy    ifindings    iconducted    iin    iline    iwith    ithe    istudy's     

iobjective,    iwhich    iwas    ito    idetermine    ithe    irelationship    ibetween     itop    imanagement    idiversity    

iand    ithe    iperformance    iof    iKenya Pipeline Company Limited. Sections discussed under 

this chapter    iinclude    ia    isummary    iof    ifindings,    iconclusion,    istudy    irecommendations,    

ilimitations,    iand    isuggestions    ifor    ifurther    iresearch. 

5.2 Summary  

The interviewees claimed that education, functional, tenure, and ethnicity diversity 

were the most applied TMT diversity practices within Kenya Pipeline Company 

Limited. As a result of these practices, the interviewees pointed to developing both 

technical and innovation skills. These findings are supported by a study conducted by 

Kakabadse et al. (2015) suggest that board diversity as manifested in diverse 

backgrounds and experience is suitable in meeting the needs of an organization as 

caused by the changing needs of the company from time to time. An employee 

stimulus to interpret a problem improves when managers come from diverse 

functional backgrounds and better facilitates organizational changes to enhance 

performance. However, chief executive officer characteristics play an essential 

moderating role in this relationship. They are attributed cognitive ability of TMT to 

increase as a result of functional diversity and educational background. 

The interviewees claimed that educational diversity was the least critical TMT 

diversity practice adopted by Kenya Pipeline Company Limited. The HR manager 

noted that starting from the board of directorship; they have a board whose 

characteristics uphold the recommendation of the corporate governance practices in 

terms of having an educationally diverse board. In recognition of the need to improve 

the employees' educational capacity, it was found that the organization has come up 

with a reward scheme for staff that upgrades their educational capacity and 

professional competency through a salary increase and consideration for promotion 

when a chance arises. These results improve decision-making since they point out that 
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diverse    itop    imanagement    idirectly    istimulates    idebate    ion    ian    iissue    ibefore    ia    idecision    iis    

imade.    iThis    iview    iwas    ishared    iby    ia    iprevious    istudy    iconducted    iby    iMahadeo,    iSoobaroyen,    

iand    iHanuman    i(2012)    iassert    ithat    ithe    ieffect    iof    iboard    icomposition    ion    ithe    ifinancial    

iperformance    iof 42 listed firms in Mauritius and find that diversity in terms of gender, 

educational and functional backgrounds had    ia    ipositive    iand    isignificant    ieffect    ion    ithe    

iperformance of firms. 

The interviewees reported there was a positive relationship between TMT diversity as 

well as functional diversity. Functional diversity is concerned with the difference in 

the top management's past functions and duties. The results relating to the top 

management functional diversity suggest that populating the top management by a 

team with different expert background reveals such as law, finance, accounting, and 

strategy enabled the KPC to make better decisions in areas such as competitive 

advantage, risk evaluation as well as coming up with strategies of handling challenges 

at hand. These findings are supported by Kakabadse et al. (2015) suggest that the 

functional diversity of the top management in an organization is expected to bring 

diverse kinds of social capital that ultimately influences performance resulting from 

improved strategic decision making. Better decisions are likely made when a team of 

different functional backgrounds comes together to deliberate an issue at hand. 

There was a general agreement between the interviewees that tenure diversity was 

observed at the TMT of Kenya Pipeline Company Limited. They argued that since the 

present-day business environment is an open system and drawing from the open 

system theory, managers' capability to process information will emanate from the 

social integration that a manager will have to actualize over the employment period. 

This is because, with different tenures, the senior management's perception 

concerning risk and commitment to the organization might differ. These findings are 

braced by Hambrick,     iHumphrey,    iand    iGupta    i(2015), who posit that the top 

management tenure diversity might result in a decline in performance because     iafter    ia    

icertain    iperiod,    ithe    imanagement    iteam    ibecomes    iresistant     ito    istrategic    ichange    iand    

idevelops    ia    imyopic    ivision    iwhich    ilowers    imanagement's     irisk-taking    icapability    iand    

iinnovativeness.  
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The interviewees agreed that though no top management team comes from different 

nationalities, two of the managers and the three of the directors had worked and 

schooled in the USA, UK, and Australia before joining KPC. However, it was pointed 

out that an array of persons from a combination of formal and informal institutions in 

a country will guide individuals and organizations in analyzing the environment, 

dealing with uncertainty in the operating environment, and consequently coming up 

with different ways of dealing with the prevailing situation. They highlighted those 

different countries have different educational systems that introduce explicit and 

codified knowledge that guides in transactions and corporate governance tenets, 

resulting in diverse decision-making processes and arriving at an optimal conclusion. 

These findings are supported by Ashikali & Groeneveld (2015), who suggest that the 

inclusion of various ethnic groups in the top management team in an organization is 

also essential because having members from different ethnic backgrounds enhance the 

team's perspective, which would be helpful to in designing firm strategies through 

their contribution which are based on different knowledge they have. 

The interviewees agreed that the organization is cognizant that recruiting persons 

from different ethnic and nationality backgrounds come with differences in 

preferences, both as a cultural resource and a sign of identity. In recognition of the 

same, KPC respected all employees' religions, cultures, and values. All employees are 

given equal opportunity to in decision making in disregard of their ethnic background. 

The interviewees appreciated the role that ethnic diversity plays in making employees 

act in a certain way to conform to the desired norm. Staff members within a certain 

ethnic class were found to maximize and be more concerned about their identity 

group association than the material gain that might arise from going outside ethnic 

group norms. These findings contradict Umas's (2013) study, which revealed an 

adverse connection between an organization's performance and ethnic diversity. 

Diverse technical abilities among TMT help in enhancing organizational performance. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The study concludes that the most popular TMT diversity practices included 

education, functional, tenure, and ethnicity. TMT diversity enabled Kenya Pipeline 

Company Limited to make quality decisions and creativity from a pool of diversified 

team members. It also contributed to high critical analysis of decisions and avoidance 
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of group-think attitude, which derails critical thinking. TMT diversity created a pool 

of talents, technical skills, and experiences to deal with company problems. 

TMT diversity contributed to the firm's competitive advantage. Through     iTMT    

idiversity,    ithe    ifirm    iwas    iable    ito    imake    iquality    idecisions    iand    ito    iset    isurvival    istrategies    ithat 

enabled the company to produce superior products and services than its competitors 

leading to improved customer satisfaction and reduced customer complaints. Being a 

state    icorporation    ithat    ihas    ithe    iresponsibility    iof    itransporting,     istoring,    iand    idelivering    

ipetroleum    iproducts    ito    ithe    iconsumers    iof    iKenya    iby    iits    ipipeline    isystem    iand    ioil    idepot    

inetwork, the interviewees largely attributed this achievement to TMT diversity, which 

resulted to quality of decisions and strategies that led to the success of the 

corporation. 

5.4 Recommendations 

One of the management practices that is perceived to influence the performance of an 

organization is the level of management diversity exhibited in the top management 

echelon. The government needs to set policies that encourage state corporations to 

embrace TMT diversity. This will enable professionals to work in different cultural 

settings in Kenya, within the region, and internationally and thus promote cultural 

diversity and disintegration. It will also lead to sharing ideas, innovation, and 

creativity and positively impact firm competitiveness and overall performance. All 

state corporations should embrace TMT diversity in their workforce to allow 

cohesiveness and sharing of experiences. This will enable the firm to build a 

sustainable competitive advantage. 

5.5 Limitations for the Study 

Constraints of time and resources limited the scope of this study to single-state 

cooperation: Kenya Pipeline Company Limited. Hence, the findings realized in this 

study are unique and not applicable to any other state cooperation. 

The researcher adopted a case study type of research design. This design cannot be 

utilized to establish a relationship between TMT diversity and the performance of 

Kenya Pipeline Company Limited since it is qualitative and uses an open-ended form 
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of research questions. A descriptive design is appropriate in establishing relationships 

between variables. 

The study utilized open-ended kind of questions on the data collection tool. A blend 

of structured and unstructured questions might have enabled the researcher to collect 

correct, more accurate, and reliable information and thus enhance the quality of the 

findings. 

5.6 Areas of Further Research 

A replica of this study needs to be conducted in the whole state-owned cooperation in 

Kenya. This will enable researchers to compare TMT diversity practices and establish 

the most popularly used in the sector. Additionally, the researchers will demonstrate 

the least used TMT diversity practices and the effectiveness of the firm's performance. 

A similar study should be executed using a descriptive form of research design to 

establish the existing relationship between TMT diversity and performance. This way, 

the researcher will establish the TMT diversity practices that impact performance and 

have no effect. Thus, the findings can be utilized to guide firms on what needs to be 

done to improve the effectiveness of TMT diversity. 

Researchers should replicate this study in other sectors that face stiff competition, 

such as the telecommunication and banking sector. This will give a detailed review 

regarding the nature of the relationship established in a study. Thus, a comparison of 

findings may be made upon which a plausible will be drawn. 
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APPENDIX I: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

The interview guide will seek to determine how the top management diversity 

affects the performance of Kenya Pipeline Company Limited.  

SECTION A: General Information and Bio Data 

1. What is you academic and professional qualifications? 

2) For how long have you worked in the organization? 

3) What role do you play in the top management diversity decision? 

 Section B: Top Management Diversity Characteristic 

4) What is the extent of the top management educational diversity? Explain? 

5) How does the functional diversity of the organization top management manifest? 

Please explain? 

6) How is the top management tenure diversity manifested? Please explain? 

7) What is the nature of the social diversity among the top management team? 

8) Does nationality diversity manifest among the top management in your 

organizations? 

9) What is the nature of ethnic diversity in your organization? 

Section C: Effect of Top Management Diversity on Organization Performance 

10. How does the top management educational diversity affect the performance of 

your company? 

11. How does the top management functional diversity affect the performance of your 

company? 

12.) How does the top management tenure diversity affect the performance of your 

company? 
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13. How does the top management social diversity affect the performance of your 

company? 

14. How does the top management social diversity affect the performance of your 

company? 

15. How does the top management nationality diversity affect the performance of 

your company? 

16. How does the top management ethnic diversity affect the performance of your 

company? 

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR TIME 


